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Abstract
Following the intense studies on topological insulators, significant efforts have recently been devoted
to the search for gapless topological systems. Thesematerials not only broaden the topological
classification ofmatter but also provide a condensedmatter realization of various relativistic particles
and phenomena previously discussedmainly in high energy physics.Weyl semimetals hostmassless,
chiral, low-energy excitations in the bulk electronic band structure, whereas a symmetry protected
pair ofWeyl fermions gives rise tomasslessDirac fermions.We employed scanning tunneling
microscopy/spectroscopy to explore the behavior of electronic states both on the surface and in the
bulk of topological semimetal phases. Bymapping the quasiparticle interference (QPI) and emerging
Landau levels at highmagnetic field inDirac semimetals Cd3As2 andNa3Bi, we observed extended
Dirac-like bulk electronic bands. QPI imaged onWeyl semimetal TaAs demonstrated the predicted
momentumdependent delocalization of Fermi arc surface states in the vicinity of the surface-
projectedWeyl nodes.

1. Introduction

The band structure of topological semimetals such asDirac andWeyl semimetals arises from the discrete
number of crossing points of the conduction and valence bands [1–11]. In analogywith relativistic quantum
field theory [12–14], the crossing of twonon-degenerate or two doubly degenerate bands leads to emergent low-
energy, bulk excitations described as two-componentWeyl fermions or four-componentDirac fermions,
respectively.

In general, the hybridization of electronic bands results in avoided crossings and hinders the realization of
such semimetals. The symmetries of the system, therefore, are crucial to restrict the phase space of interactions
among the bands and stabilize the semimetal phases. In the presence of time-reversal and space-inversion
symmetries, the electronic bands are doubly degenerate at every crystalmomentum and a three-dimensional
Dirac semimetal phase appears at the quantum critical point between trivial and topological insulators [3, 15–
19]. As such realization ofDirac nodes demands afine-tuning ofmaterial parameters, e.g., the strength of spin–
orbit interaction, it is difficult to obtain them in realmaterials. However, the hybridization of bands can be
prevented by additional crystallographic symmetries such as discrete rotational symmetries, which lead to
protected degeneracies of a three-dimensional Dirac node even in stoichiometric crystalline systems [20–23].

Breaking either the time-reversal or inversion symmetry [3–10] lifts the two-fold degeneracy of the bands
and reduces the four-fold crossings to two-fold ones in the bulk band structure. In the vicinity of theseWeyl
points, the low-energy excitations are equivalent tomasslessWeyl fermions. EachWeyl node acts as a
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topological charge since it is a source or sink of the Berry flux depending on its chirality [4, 24–27]. In contrast to
Dirac semimetals, theWeyl nodes possess intrinsic topological stability: translationally invariant, small
perturbations can only shift the position ofWeyl points in the energy–momentum space.However, bringing a
pair of oppositeWeyl points to the same locationmay result in a gap opening. These topological charges in the
bulk Brillouin zone can lead to protected gapless states on the surface in the formof disjointed Fermi arcs
connecting the projectedWeyl-nodes with opposite chirality [22, 23, 28, 29].

Dirac andWeyl semimetals have an unusual surface-bulk connectivity that sets them apart fromother
topological electronic systems. The existence ofWeyl nodes leads to exciting physical properties such as the
chiral anomaly [30–34], nonlocal transport [35, 36], novel quantumoscillations [37, 38], diverging
diamagnetism [39] and unusual optical conductivity [40]. Recent photoemissionmeasurements provided
evidence of linearly dispersing bulk bands and the Fermi arc structure of the surface states both onDirac [41–43]
andWeyl semimetals [44–51]. Herewe employed scanning tunnelingmicroscopy (STM) to probe the exotic
electronic structure of topological semimetals with high energy and spatial resolution, which could shed light on
unique aspects of these systems [52–56].

2.Mapping the band structurewith STM

Apowerfulmethod to probe the electronic band structure ofmaterials with STM is to use Fourier-transform
scanning tunneling spectroscopy (FT-STS) [57–60].When quasiparticles originating from the surface and/or
bulk states of the system scatter frompotential barriers caused by lattice imperfections, the incoming and
outgoing electronic waveswith crystalmomenta of ki and kf form a quantum interference patternwith
q=ki−kf characteristic wavevector. The quasiparticle interference (QPI) results inmodulation in the local
density of states of the sample, which can bemapped locally bymeasuring the conductance between the STM tip
and the sample surface. The Fourier transformof the obtained conductancemap (FT-STSmap) can be
approximately characterized bywavevectors connecting regionswith high density of states in the band structure.

More precisely, if ( )y a kn denotes the Bloch eigenstate of the nth Bloch bandwith spin component a, energy
of ( )e kn and lifetime G,we can introduce the spectral functionmatrix:
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The total and spin spectral density can be obtained as ( ) [ ( )]r w s w=k kTr A, ,i i for =i 0, and =i 1, 2, 3
respectively, where si are the Paulimatrices. In the case that all scattering events are allowed, the FT-STSmap
can be approximated by the joint-density of states:
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Taking into account the effect of the spin texture in the scattering process, we can describe the resulting FT-STS
mapwith the spin-selective scattering probability:
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In the pure state limit, this expression reduces to amore commonly used form:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )òw r w r w= +q k k k q k qTSSP , d , , , ,0 0

where ( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( ) ∣= á + ñk q k k qT S S, 2 and ( )kS is the spin of the band atmomentum k .
When calculating the integrals above, the integration boundary in themomentum space has to be chosen

carefully. Here, we follow a recent theoretical work [61], andwe introduce a form factorwhich envelopes the
spectral density ˜ ( ) ( ) ( )r w r w x= ´ -k k k, , expi i

2 2 and calculate the integrals overmultiple, higher order
Brillouin zones without a sharp cutoff at the boundary of thefirst Brillouin zone.

To enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of the FT-STSmaps, generally, a series of data analysis steps are applied
to the experimentally obtained real space conductancemaps. In this paragraph, we briefly summarize themost
common techniques used for this purpose. Firstly, we note that although an impurity is a source of theQPI
signal, the conductance valuemeasured on top of it is dominated by tunneling into its bound states rather than
by the signal originating from theQPI. Therefore, it is beneficial to replace the real space conductance values
obtained at the position of the impurities with themean conductance value of themap at the given energy to
suppress this effect. Drift due to piezomotion or thermal expansion during the long time scale (typically several
days) of acquisition of a conductancemap also decreases the sharpness of theQPI features. To compensate this
artifact, we use a previously developed drift correctionmethod on the real space images [62]. Also, the noise of
the scanning piezo can be reduced by normalizing themeasured conductance valuewith the recorded tunneling
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current at each point of themap. Further improvement of theQPImap can be achieved by suppressing the edge
effects arising from the finite size of the conductancemap, which can be done by applying certainwindow
functions (e.g. tukeywindow function). Finally, the Fourier transformof themaps are symmetrized based on the
symmetry of the underlying lattice.We note that the reported features are apparent without any of these data
analysis steps.

In addition to the FT-STS technique, investigating the energy structure of Landau levels formed in high
magnetic fields can provide another experimental approach to characterize the electronic band structure.
Previously, Landau level scanning tunneling spectroscopy has been utilized to characterize the energy
momentumdispersion in two-dimensional systems through the emerging quantized energy levels [63–66]. In
three-dimensional systems, however, the presence ofmagnetic field leads to the formation of Landau bands
dispersing along themomenta parallel to the appliedfield. In an STMexperiment, the van-Hove singularities of
these Landau bands cause peaks in themeasured projected bulk density of states. The eN Landau level energies

for a linearly dispersing band is expected to have ( ) e e g=  +v eB N2N DP F scaling behavior, where eDP is
theDirac energy, vF is the Fermi velocity, e is the electron charge, B is themagneticfield, N is the orbital index,

g is the phase offset of quantumoscillations,  is the Planck’s constant divided by 2π. Hence, the square-root
dependence of the singularities in the energy spectrum signals the linear dispersion relationwith the slope
corresponding to theDirac velocity.

3. STMonDirac semimetals, Cd3As2 andNa3Bi

Thefirst theoretically proposed [22, 23] and experimentally identified [41–43] three-dimensional Dirac
semimetals areNa3Bi andCd3As2. Bothmaterials are characterized by strong spin–orbit interaction and by an
inverted band structure. First principle calculations [22, 23] showed that the band inversion occurs in the
vicinity of theΓ point between theCd-5s andAs-4p states inCd3As2, while inNa3Bi, it occurs betweenNa-3s
andBi-6px,y orbitals. The pair ofDirac points in bothmaterials is located along the kz direction in the first
Brillouin zone and stabilized byC4 andC3 rotational symmetry of the crystal structure (figures 1(a) and 2(a)) in
case of Cd3As2 andNa3Bi, respectively.

Figures 1(b) and 2(b) show atomically flat topographic images of the natural (112) cleaved surface of Cd3As2
[52] and the (100) surface of thefirst batch ofNa3Bi(1) [53]. The (112) surface of Cd3As2 displays a pseudo-
hexagonal structure corresponding to the As layer, whereas theNa3Bi(1) surface displays stripe-like topographic
modulations along the c axis of the crystal. The FT-STSmeasurements carried out on these surfaces display long
wavelength ripples in the real space density of states (figures 1(d)–(g) and 2(d)–(g)). The Fourier transformof the
spectroscopicmaps (figures 1(h)–(k) and 2(h)–(k)) can be characterized by a rather isotropic set of q scattering
wavevectors in bothmaterials. By determining the boundary of theQPI signal in the FT-STSmaps as a function
of energy, the scattering vectors exhibit an approximately linear energy-evolution even extending to energies far
from theDirac point (figures 1(c) and 2(c)). At low-energies, the diverging quasiparticle scatteringwavelength
and sample inhomogeneity become comparable, and therefore prevents resolving of the band dispersion close to
theDirac point by FT-STS.

When highmagnetic field is applied perpendicular to the (112) face of Cd3As2 and the (001) surface of the
second batch ofNa3Bi(2) [52, 53], themeasured spectra exhibit a series of pronounced peaks in the tunneling
spectra as illustrated infigures 3(a) and (c), respectively. In the case of Cd3As2, each LL splits into two peaks in a
non-uniformway indicating that the spin degeneracy is lifted by the combination of orbital and Zeeman
splitting. Bymapping the energy of the peaks as a function ofmagnetic field, wefind that they correspond to
electron-like Landau levels. The position of the Landau level peaks exhibits an ( )e gµ +N BN scaling,
providing evidence ofDirac-like dispersion of the bands (figures 3(b) and (d)). For Cd3As2, theDirac energy is
located slightly below−200 meV ( )»v 6.2 eVÅ ,F while in case ofNa3Bi(2) it is located closer to the Fermi
energy at−20 meV ( )»v 5.1 eVÅ .F Wealso note thatmodel calculation for Cd3As2 showed that the band
inversion is expected to be as small as 20 meV [52], which prevents us to grab the signatures of Lifshitz transition
in thismaterial.

Since studying the physics ofWeyl fermions requires either broken inversion or time-reversal symmetry,
application ofmagnetic field, in principle, is one of the possible routes to reach theWeyl semimetal phase from
theDirac phase. In case of Cd3As2, the normal vector of the natural cleavage plane is tilted away from the
rotational symmetry axis, hence, applyingmagnetic field perpendicular to the plane eliminates theWeyl nodes
[52]. In case ofNa3Bi, the high spatial variability of themeasured spectra and surface disorder prevented access
to the physics ofWeyl fermions [53].
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4. STMonWeyl semimetals TaAs

Thefirst experimentally confirmed, inversion-symmetry-breakingWeyl semimetal compoundswere found in
the transitionmetalmonopnictidematerials class [27, 28, 44–51].We here focus onTaAs, which possesses a
body-centered tetragonal lattice with four adjacent Ta andAs sublayers forming a unit cell (figure 4(a)). The
subsequent sublattices are shifted by a fraction of the unit cell, hence the inversion symmetry is naturally broken
in the crystal. Previous theoretical calculations [27, 28] showed that the bulk band structure has 12 pairs ofWeyl
points located close to themirror planes. Four pairs of theWeyl nodes (W1) sit on the kz=0 plane, while the
remaining 8 pairs (W2) are located away from it. The projection of theWeyl nodes on the (001) surface, however,
results only in 8 pairs of theWeyl points in the surface BZ (figure 4(b)) because the pairs of theW2nodes have
the same in-planemomentum.

Similar to ourmeasurements on theDirac semimetals [52, 53], we utilized quantum interference technique
to explore the physics ofWeyl fermions in TaAs [54]. Figure 4(c) shows the (001) cleaved, As-terminated surface
of single crystal TaAswith a few different crystallographic defects, which give rise to strongmodulations in the
surface density of states due to scattering of quasiparticles (figure 4(d)). The Fourier transformof this
conductancemap reveals that the interference pattern can be characterized by a rich variety of scattering
wavevectors arising from the rather complex surface band structure (figure 4(e)).We calculated the SSPmaps
(figure 4(f)) based on our density-functional theory (DFT) results, which unlike in the case of theQPImeasured

Figure 1. (a)Crystal structure of Cd3As2 (a=12.67 Å, c=25.48 Å), with the adjacent gray plane indicating the cleaved (112) surface
direction. (b) STM topographic image of a 145 Å×145 Å large, (112) surface of Cd3As2 (Vbias=−250 mV, Iset=500 pA). The
nearest neighbor atomic distance is approximately 4.4 Å,whichmatches theAs–As or Cd–Cddistance in the (112) plane. (c)The size
of themeasuredQPI disk on the FT-STSmaps as a function of energy. The differently colored points refer to different QPI bands. The
extracted Fermi velocity is: 6.15±0.86 eVÅ. (d)–(g)Real space conductancemaps (Vbias=600 mV, Iset=300 pA,Vosc=7 mV)
acquired at various energies, and (h)–(k) the corresponding Fourier transformof the images.G is themeasured conductance,G0 is the
mean andσ is the standard deviation of the conductance. PSD stands for power spectral density. Data is from [52].
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Figure 2. (a)Crystal structure ofNa3Bi (a=5.45 Å, c=9.66 Å), with the adjacent gray plane indicating the cleaved (100) surface
direction. (b) STM topographic image of a 145 Å×145 Å large, (100) surface ofNa3Bi(1) (Vbias=−500 mV, Iset=30 pA). The
spacing of the stripe likemodulation is approximately 9.1 Å, which is close to the lattice constant in the c direction. (c)The size of the
themeasuredQPI disk on the FT-STSmaps as a function of energy. The extracted Fermi velocity is: 4.34±1.26 eVÅ. (d)–(g)Real
space conductancemaps (Vbias=600 mV, Iset=500 pA,Vosc=5 mV) acquired at various energies, and (h)–(k) the corresponding
Fourier transformof the images. Data is from [53].

Figure 3. (a) Landau levelsmeasured on (112)Cd3As2 (Vbias=300 mV, Iset=500 pA,Vosc=1.2 mV) showing split, doublet
structure. The curves are shifted for clarity. (b)The extracted energy–momentumdispersion from the Landau level singularities with
the k values (light red dots with error bars) obtained from theQPImeasurements (figure 1(c)). (c) Landau levelsmeasured on the (001)
surface ofNa3Bi(2) (Vbias=−200 mV, Iset=100 pA,Vosc=5 mV), and (d) the corresponding dispersion of the Landau level
singularities. For comparison, we included the Landau level and extractedQPI dispersion (light red dotswith error bars) obtained on
the (100) surface ofNa3Bi(1). Data is from [52, 53].
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inDirac semimetals, is undoubtedly insufficient to describe themeasuredQPI: the SSP displays a large set of
wave vectors, which is absent in themeasured data. Understanding the discrepancy between the observed and
predictedQPI signal, however, reveals an important new aspect of the physics of electrons in aWeyl semimetal:
themomentumdependent delocalization of the surface Fermi arcs into the bulk.

Since Fermi arcs connect projected bulkWeyl nodes with opposite chirality, the connectivity of the surface
states with the bulk states is a unique aspect ofWeyl semimetals. A remarkable consequence of the surface-bulk
connectivity of topological semimetals has been possibly illustrated in recentmagnetotransportmeasurements
[37, 38]. In contrast to conventionalmaterials, where the electron cyclotron orbit consists of either surface or
bulk trajectories on the Fermi surfaces perpendicular to themagnetic field, topological semimetals feature
unusual, closedmagnetic orbits consisting of the combination of the two.When an electron travels on a disjoint
Fermi arc and reaches the end point of the arc (the projection of theWeyl node), it loses its surface characteristic
and traverses through the bulk until it reaches the other surface. This unusual quantumpath involving electrons
sinking around theWeyl nodes leads to anomalous quantumoscillations in transportmeasurements. In our
STMmeasurements [54], we revealed how this ‘sinking effect’ influences theQPI pattern on the surface of a
Weyl semimetal.

In order to quantitatively understand the surface-bulk connectivity of TaAs, wefirst study the atomic
characteristics of both the bulk and surface states as a function of theirmomenta using ourDFT calculation.
Focusing on the bulk properties, we calculate the contribution of the Ta-5d andAs-4p orbitals on the bulk
bands. As an example, figure 5(a) shows a linecut in the bulk band structure through theW1 andW2Weyl
points, where the red and green colors indicate the corresponding Ta andAsweights, respectively. Atmomenta
far from theWeyl points, the As orbitals dominate thewavefunctions, while theWeyl nodes themselves are
clearlymonopolized by the Ta orbitals (atW1 andW2 the ratio of the contribution of Ta/As orbitals is about 6:1
and 14:1, respectively).

In the case of the surface states, we can determine themomentum-dependent atomic character of the Fermi
arcs by projecting theDFT calculated spectral density on the topTa andAs layers separately and subtracting the
two projections from each other (figure 5(b)).We observe that the bowtie-shaped features aremore pronounced
on the As layer (green), while the spoon-like features aremore visible on the Ta layer (red). Thus, we can see that
bowties are generally associatedwithAs orbitals and spoonswith Ta orbitals. This behavior is also expected from
themomentum-space location of the states: spoons are located closer to the projectedWeyl cones, which are
dominated by the Ta contribution, and therefore they have a stronger connection to the bulk. Additionally,

Figure 4. (a)Crystal structure of TaAs (a=3.44 Å, c=11.66 Å). The unit cell contains 4 pairs of Ta andAs layers. (b)DFT-calculated
Fermi-arc structure of the (001) surface onTaAs. Arrows indicate the in-plane spin direction, red and green dots show the position of
the projectedWeyl nodes with positive and negative chirality, respectively. (c)Topographic image of TaAs surface (Vbias=240 mV,
Iset=120 pA) and (d) themeasured conductancemap at 40 meVon the same area (Vbias=240 mV, Iset=120 pA,Vosc=5 mV).
(e) Fourier transformof the conductancemap. (f)Calculated SSP based on the Fermi surface shown in (b). Data and calculation are
from [54].
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whenwe follow the intensity of the bowtie and spoon features as a function of layer position, it is apparent that
the contribution of the bowties decreasesmore rapidly, signaling aweaker connectivity to the bulk as compared
to the spoon features (figure 5(c)). A similar trend can be observed by looking at the total spectral weight on the
As andTa layers (figure 5(d)).

To summarize our atomic orbital characterization of theWeyl states, we see that the spoon features
associatedwith Ta have stronger bulk character, while the bowtie surface states residingmore strongly onAs
have amore surface-like character. As theQPI observed in an STMmeasurement is naturally dominated by the
electronic states which remain on the surface, in order to understand our data we need to focus on states which
have a smaller probability to connect to the bulk. Therefore, we introduce aweighted Fermi surface [54]which
consists of states projected only on the As sites instead of using the projection onto the entire unit cell. As
figure 5(e) shows, this projection causes the spoon features to becomemore faint in theweighted Fermi surface
but leaves the bowtie featuresmostly unaffected.

There are three sets of scatteringwavevectors in the first Brillouin zone: between bowties and bowties (P
vectors), between bowties and spoons (Q vectors) andfinally between spoons and spoons (R vectors)with their
intensity rapidly decreasing from P toR owing to the intensity difference between bowties and spoons in the
weighted Fermi surface. The possibleP, Q andR scattering vectors are shown separately infigures 6(a)–(c), and
the correspondingQPI signal in the calculated SSP is highlighted by red and blue rectangles infigures 6(d)–(f). In
the case of the P andQ vectors, the sameQPI vectors can be clearly identified in themeasured FT-STSmaps
(figures 6(g) and (h)), illustrating an excellentmatch between theory andmeasurements. Although some of the S
vectors can be found in the SSP calculation (figure 6(f)), their weak intensity or their overlapwith otherwave
vectors prevents us fromdetecting them in ourmeasurement (figure 6(i)).

The strong connection between the atomic orbital character and the Fermi surface features suggests that the
different lattice sites carry different parts of theQPI signal. To investigate this idea, we decompose themeasured
conductancemaps according to Ta andAs sublattices. By taking the real space conductancemap and
considering themeasured signal only on top of Ta or As sites (associatedwith local hills and valleys in the
topographic image as shown infigure 6(l)), twomaps can be constructed: the Ta-site and theAs-site selected
conductancemap. The Fourier transformof eachmap remarkably shows that they can be independently
described by distinct set of scattering vectors corresponding to the P andQ vectors (figures 6(j)–(k)).While the

Figure 5. (a)The bulk band structure along the line (shown in the inset) crossing theW1 andW2Weyl points. The ratio of the red and
green colored disks corresponds to the Ta/As orbital weight ratio at the given state. (b)Difference between the spectral density
projected to the topAs and topTa layer. (c) Intensity of the spectral density separately integrated over the bowtie and spoon features as
a function of layer index. (d) Full Brillouin zone integrated spectral density on theAs andTa layers as a function of layer index. (e)
Calculatedweighted Fermi surface.
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As-site selected conductancemap can be understood as scatterings between bowties, theQPImeasured on the
Ta site can be described as scatterings between bowties and spoons.

The revealedmomentum-dependent surface-bulk connectivity is insensitive to the topological nature of the
surface states: both topological and trivial states are delocalized into the bulk atmomenta close to the projection
of theWeyl points. The presentedDFT calculation, however, can be used to access additional information about
the topological classification of the surface states onTaAs [54]. The calculated band structure encirclingW1 and
W2 (on a trajectory indicated onfigure 7(a)) is shownonfigures 7(b) and (c), respectively. In case of theW1
node, the gray shaded regions corresponds to the bulk, whereas yellow and blue lines correspond to the
topologically protected surface states connecting the conduction and valence band. The energy–momentum
diagram reveals that the surface states give rise to four crossings at the Fermi energy and consequently all four
surface states aroundW1have topologically nontrivial origin. The number of Fermi arcs naively contradicts the
charge ofW1,which is two.However, by taking into account the ‘chirality’ of the states (the sign of their
velocities when they cross the Fermi energy), we can see that the three chiral arcs (crossings 2, 3, 4) and the one
anti-chiral (crossing 1) arc result in a net number of two crossings in agreement with the total topological charge
ofW1.We also note that one of the topological arcs is possibly hybridizedwith a trivial surface state, therefore,
the distinction between topological or trivial states is rather vague in this case. The classification of surface states
aroundW2 is clearer. Asfigure 7(c) shows, the black line corresponds to a trivial, while the green line is a
topological surface state. Therefore, the topologically protected Fermi arc state can be associatedwith the state
directly connecting the twoW2points, while the inner bowtie has trivial character.

Topological semimetals represent a novel quantumphase ofmatter, where touching of bulk electronic
bands leads to non-trivial band topology.Our STMmeasurements [52–54]with high energy and spatial
resolution provided a crucial insight into the physics of these systems bymapping the electronic behavior in high
magnetic field and visualizing the scattering of both the bulk and surface carriers establishing a topological
connectivity between those states.

Figure 6. Scattering vectors on theWFS between (a) bowtie and bowtie, (b) bowtie and spoon and (c) spoon and spoon features. (d)–
(f)Calculated SSPwith rectangles indicating the corresponding quasiparticle interference vectors. (g)–(i)Measured FT-STSmapswith
the same superimposed rectangles as in (d)–(f). (j)As and (k)Ta site selective FT-STSmaps. (l)Topographic image showing the
position of Ta andAs sites.
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5. Experimentalmethods

TheCd3As2 crystals were grown from aCd-richmelt with the stoichiometry Cd8As3 in an evacuated quartz
ampoule. The sample was heated to 800 °Cat 3 °Cmin−1, then slowly cooled to 400 °Cat 0.1 °Cmin−1. After
reaching 400 °C, the sample was subsequently centrifuged to remove excessmoltenCd.

In case of the stoichiometric-melt Na3Bi(1) crystals (measurements on the (100) plane), a 3:1 atomic ratio of
Na (99.5%) andBi (99.999%)was used. The sampleswere placed in one-end-sealed tubes of C-coated stainless
steel (304 l). The open ends of the tubes after startingmaterial insertionwere crimped andwelded under a
continuous Ar-flow. The sealed ampoules were heated to 900 °Cat 60 °C h−1 for 6 h, cooled to 750 °Cat
10 °C h−1, and further cooled to 300 °Cat 1.5 °C h−1, after which theywere left to anneal at 300 °C for 24 h and
finally furnace cooled to room temperature. For theNa-flux grown crystals (Na3Bi(2)measurements on the
(001) plane), aNa rich composition ofNa plus Bi in a 90:10 atomic percent ratio was chosen. The starting
materials were placed inC-coated steel tubes and steel wool was used as a plug. The sealed ampoules were heated
to 850 °Cat a rate of 60 °C h−1 for 12 h to ensure homogeneousmixing of the elements, and then cooled to
750 °Cat 10 °C h−1. For the entire process of nucleation and growth, the temperaturewas lowered slowly to
325 °C, at a rate of 1.5 °C h−1. Due to the extremely air sensitive nature of theNa3Bi crystals, theywere
harvested, stored and prepared for the STMmeasurements in anAr-filled glove box.

The TaAs single crystals were grown out ofGafluxwith the ratio of Ta:As:Ga=1:1:98. To increase the
solubility of Ta inGa, we used 80%of Ta in the thin foil form and 20%of Ta in the powder form as the starting
material.We packed all startingmaterials in an alumina crucible, together with a catch crucible filledwith quartz
wool, then sealed them inside a quartz tube under 1/3ATMArgon gas. The ampoule was heated up to 1100 °C,
held for 10 h, cooled down to 1000 °Cusing 3 °C h−1 and held for 4 h, then cooled down to 700 °Cat 1 °C h−1.

Figure 7. (a)Topological nature of the surface states close to the Ypoint. Blue, yellow and green colors indicate the topological Fermi
arcs, whereas black color corresponds to the trivial states. (b), (c)The calculated band structure along two closed paths enclosingW1
andW2nodes in themomentum-space shown in (a). The gray regions corresponds to the bulk bands, while the surface bands
localized at the As termination are indicated by red dots. The color of the surface bands are the same as in (a), and the numbers indicate
the Fermi-level crossings. Calculation is from [54].
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We then took the ampoule out and spin off theGa flux at∼80 °C.Gafluxwas removed from the single crystals
using concentrated hydrochloride acid.

Prior to the STMmeasurements the samples were cleaved in ultra-high vacuum and immediately
transported into themicroscope head. Themeasurements were carried out in home-built STMs at the following
temperatures: 400 mK for the point spectra and 2 K for theQPI onCd3As2, 3 K forNa3Bi and 40 K for TaAs. The
reportedQPImapswere acquired on a 208×208 grid for Cd3As2 andNa3Bi at lock-in frequency of 798.7 Hz,
while on a 256×256 grid for TaAs at lock-in frequency of approximately 701 Hz.
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